To get X-rays out of a suitable vacuum tube, it needs to be excited by an electric discharge at a tension of hundreds of thousands of volts.
Holtz or the Wimshurst machine from the steadiness and continuity of its discharge is specially fitted for work with the screen.
It is possible, however, with a very simple form of influence machine to get good X-ray negatives.
Such an apparatus is represented in Fig. i .
The essential part consists of two parallel circular discs of ordinary window glass, 22 inches in diameter, about ^ of an inch thick, and ? of an inch apart, varnished with shellac. Being mounted centrally on independent wooden bosses, they can be rotated in opposite directions on a horizontal metallic spindle or axle, which pierces them and is supported at each end by a wooden upright springing vertically from a stout rectangular mahogany base. The lower parts of the two uprights support another horizontal axle, parallel to the main one, turned by a handle, with two wooden wheels on it, which by a crossed and an open strap act respectively on the bosses of the glass discs and thus supply the necessary motive power. The glass employed is of the gauge of 22 ounces per square foot. It must be of the highest dielectric quality; green glass and plate glass are found unsuitable, and of white glass of similar commercial standard some specimens are found on trial much fitter than others. Ebonite discs do very well, but exposure to vicissitudes of temperature causes them to bend and buckle, and in time the atmosphere affects them chemically on the surface and so deteriorates their insulating property.
At each end of the main axle where it projects through the supporting upright is metallically connected a movable brass rod, known as the neutralising rod. This rod is bent round at each end towards the surface of the adjacent glass disc, and has jointed to it at each end a straight piece about four inches long, radially disposed as regards the glass disc, parallel to its surface and just within the outer margin thereof. Each straight piece has attached to it at equal distances so as lightly to trail upon the surface of the glass three fine wire brushes.
Thus we have two neutralising rods, a near one and a far one, each with two straight pieces, and each straight piece has three brushes, i.e., there are twelve neutralising brushes in all. In Fig. i Oblique Fracture lower ? of Tibia in Adult. The advantages of an influence machine in X-ray work may now be considered, taking as a standard of comparison an eight-or ten-inch spark induction coil, with special reference to the sectorless Wimshurst described.
(1) The primary inducing current of the coil and its appurtenances are abolished. There is no primary battery or accumulator, no interrupter, no primary coil, and consequently none of the uncertainties, annoyances, or risks of breakdown associated with the use of these pieces of mechanism. Further, the absence of Fizeau's condenser (a necessary part of the primary circuit to render the discharge of the secondary coil unipolar and to minimise the sparking at the platinum contacts of the interrupter) removes one source of "fault" development (and breakdown Simplicity of apparatus, provided we have efficiency and reliability for ordinary purposes, is the necessary condition for a general application of the new light to diagnosis by the practitioner. It is interesting to note that the evolution of the existing therapeutic influence machines for X-ray purposes has been in the direction of simplification, whereas the induction coil tends every day to become increasingly elaborate, complicated, and costly.
Mr. Wimshurst's latest expressed opinion is that " in a few years influence machines will be the only generators of electricity in use for X-ray purposes."
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